Abstract-Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF) have attracted much attention and have been successfully applied to numerous data analysis problems where the elements of the data are necessarily nonnegative such as chemical concentrations, spectrometry signal intensities, and digital image pixels. Especially, Andersson and Bro's PARAFAC algorithm with non-negativity constraints (AB-PARAFAC-NC) provided the state-of-the-art NTF algorithm, which uses Bro and de Jong's non-negativity-constrained least squares with single right hand side (NLS/S-RHS). However, solving an NLS with multiple right hand sides (NLS/M-RHS) problem by multiple NLS/S-RHS problems is not recommended due to hidden redundant computation. In this paper, we propose an NTF algorithm based on alternating large-scale non-negativityconstrained least squares (NTF/ANLS) using NLS/M-RHS. In addition, we introduce an algorithm for the regularized NTF based on ANLS (RNTF/ANLS). Our experiments illustrate that our NTF algorithms outperform AB-PARAFAC-NC in terms of computing speed on several data sets we tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-negativity constraints play an important role in analyzing non-negative data such as chemical concentrations in biochemical laboratory experiments, signal intensities in spectrometry, and pixels in biomedical digital images. Thus, there have been much efforts of developing efficient nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithms [1] , [2] . They have been applied to many practical problems including image processing [2] , text data mining [3] , subsystem identification [4] , cancer class discovery [5] , [6] , [7] , etc. Recently, an NMF algorithm based on alternating non-negativity constrained least squares (NMF/ANLS) [8] has been developed, which is theoretically sound and practically efficient. It is much faster than NMFs based on multiplicative update rules [9] . The framework of NMF/ANLS that has a good convergence property has been utilized to develop several variations of NMF such as sparse NMFs [7] for imposing additional sparse constraints on one of factors, the regularized NMF [8] for increasing numerical stabilities, and one-sided NMFs [10] for imposing non-negativity constraints on only one of factors. In this paper, we propose a fast algorithm for non-negative tensor factorization (NTF) that is a multilinear extension of NMF.
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A given a non-negative N-order tensor T C Rml Xm2 Xm3 X XmI is decomposed into a set of loading matrices (factors) {A1, A2, A3,. AN}, where Ar C Rm,xk for 1 < r < N, k is a positive integer such that k < min(mj,Tm2,Tm3, . ,mN), and R+ denotes the non-negative orthant with appropriate dimensions. For the sake of simplicity, we will present a three-way NTF model. The three-way NTF model of a non-negative tensor T C RR+ xnx can be described as
where tij, is the element of T in the i-th row, j-th column, and z-th tube, wiq is the element of i-th row and q-th column of the loading matrix W C R+ Xk of the first mode, bjq is the element of j-th row and q-th column of the loading matrix B C IRnxk of the second mode, czq is the element of z-th row and q-th column of the loading matrix C e R+ik of the third mode, and eijz is the residual element for tijz. The subscripts m, n and p are used for indicating the dimension of the first, second, and third mode of a three-way array and i, j, and z are used as indices for each of these modes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present an algorithm for non-negative tensor factorization in Section II. In Section III, we describe the regularized non-negative tensor factorization. Our NTF algorithms are compared with Andersson and Bro's algorithm [11] on several test data sets in Section IV. Finally, summary is given in Section V.
II. NON-NEGATIVE TENSOR FACTORIZATION (NTF)
The PARAllel FACtor (PARAFAC) analysis model [12] (2) where X is the (np) x m unfolded matrix of T, Y is (np) x k matrix obtained from Y(:, q) = B(:, q) X C(:, q) for 1 < q < k, where X stands for the Kronecker product (Y = B @ C, where @ stands for the Khatri-Rao product). The i-th column of WT (i.e. wt C Rkx1) can be computed from the following non-negativity-constrained least squares for single right hand side (NLS/S-RHS) [ here YBC = B @ C and X(1) is the (np) x m unfolded matrix of T, and min |lYwcB -X(2) F' B>0 (6) where Ywc = W @ C and X(2) is the (mp) x n unfolded matrix of T, and min ||YWBC -X(3) F' 0>0 (7) where YWB = W @ B and X(3) is the (mn) x p unfolded matrix of T across the third mode. Alternatively, one can choose to begin with initializing another pair of factors, change orders of NLS/M-RHS, and/or change the order of unfolding of T so as to design alternative NTF/ANLS. Each subproblem shown in Eqns. (5)- (7) can be solved by projected quasiNewton optimization [16] , [17] , projected gradient descent optimization [18] , non-negativity-constrained least squares [19] , [20] , and so forth. We implemented our algorithm by NLS/M-RHS [21] since it is based on the active set method that is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps, unlike other NLS algorithms that are based on nonlinear optimization techniques. One can impose non-negativity constraints on only a subset of factors. Higher-order NTF can be done via the simple extension of above example for a three-order NTF.
III. REGULARIZED NTF (RNTF)
We also introduce an algorithm for the regularized NTF based on ANLS (RNTF/ANLS). Although our RNTF algorithm is applicable to N-way tensor, we describe a three-way RNTF algorithm for simple presentation. Given a non-negative tensor T C i+jn<p, two of the factors, say B e R+ and C C RPxk, are initialized with non-negative values.
Then, we iterate the following alternating non-negativityconstrained least squares (ANLS) for multiple right hand sides with regularization parameters a(r) for 1 < r < N until a convergence criterion is satisfied: wmn ( 1Ik ) WT ( ( ) (8) where YBC = B (3 C, Ik is a k x k identity matrix, Okxm is a zero matrix of size k x m, and X(1) is the (np) x m unfolded matrix of T, and
where Ywc = W @ C, Okxn is a zero matrix of size k x n, and X(2) is the (mp) x n unfolded matrix of T, and (1 1) where wq, bq, and cq are the q-th columns of non-negative matrices W, B, and C, respectively, o means outer product of vectors, and E C R5x201x61 represents approximation errors. Each sample was excited at 61 wavelengths (240 -300 nm in 1 nm interval) and fluorescence emission intensities are measured at 201 wavelengths (250 -450 nm in 1 nm interval). Each element of T represents fluorescence emission signal intensity. A three-component PARAFAC model (k = 3) was chosen for this data set, and this is undoubtedly correct since we already knew that each signal intensity comes from three components (analytes). The scores/loadings in W are the sample mode loadings, the loadings in B are the emission mode loadings and the loadings in C are the excitation mode loadings. W C RIX3 has information on the effect of three analytes on five samples. B C R+x3 has information on the fluorescence emission of three analytes at 201 wavelengths.
C C 26+1x3 has information on the response of three analytes at excitation 240 -300 nm in 1 nm interval. This three-way data analysis cannot be done by multiple bilinear data analysis. Figure 1 illustrates loadings of three components of three modes (W, B, and C) obtained from NTF/ANLS. We also obtained loadings from Andersson and Bro's PARAFAC algorithm with non-negativity constraints [11] , which is referred to as AB-PARAFAC-NC. We compared our NTF/ANLS algorithm with AB-PARAFAC-NC algorithm. The convergence was decided when the relative difference of the sum-ofsquares of residuals between two successive iterations was lower than 10-6. The initialization was performed by direct trilinear decomposition via generalized rank annihilation 1-4244-1509-8/07/$25.00 02007 IEEE method (DTLD/GRAM). The PARAFAC model is a leastsquares model whereas the DTLD model has no well-defined optimization criterion, and many authors found that GRAM was inferior to PARAFAC but suggested that GRAM could be used for the initialization of the PARAFAC algorithm [22] . Line search acceleration scheme [11] was not used for both methods. We did not normalize factors during iterations, but normalized them after convergence. Table I shows the performance comparison between AB-PARAFAC-NC and our NTF/ANLS on the AMINO data set. The sum-of-squares of residuals (SSR = Zi E(i,j, z)2), the number of iterations, and computing times were compared. Our NTF/ANLS produced more accurate decomposition within a shorter computing time. When we used the line search acceleration scheme and normalization during iterations, which may affect the convergence property of algorithms, we observed that our algorithm was still superior to AB-PARAFAC-NC.
An artificial non-negative tensor A e RI5?x70x90 was built from Az = WaDzBa for 1 < z < 90, where Wa C R+X6
and Ba C Ri?X6 were artificial non-negative matrices, and Dz C R6+ was a diagonal matrix holding the z-th row of the artificial matrix Ca C R90X6 in its diagonal. Components (i.e. k column vectors) in Wa and Ba were normalized to column vectors of unit L2-norm and components in Ca were correspondingly scaled so that A was not changed. The maximum value in A was 255. After adding a positive noise tensor, we obtained AN = A + N, where each element of N was a random positive real number in the range of (0, 255). The sum-of-squares of elements in (N = AN -A) was about 6.825 x 109. We built the following PARAFAC model with non-negativity constraints: 
q=1 which can measure how close the approximation is to the original noise-free A. Table II shows the performance comparison between AB-PARAFAC-NC and our NTF/ANLS on the artificial noiseadded data set AN. We used the same initialization method and convergence criterion as the first comparison in Table I .
The sum-of-squares of residuals (SSR = Ei j z EN(i,j, z)2) for AN, the sum-of-squares of approximation error (SSE = Ziz EA(i.i. z)2) for the artificial noise-free tensor A, the number of iterations, and computing times were compared. Our NTF/ANLS produced more accurate decomposition of AN within much shorter computing time. More than 96% of computing time was reduced in this case. The approximated tensor obtained from NTF/ANLS was closer to A than that obtained from AB-PARAFAC-NC.
Using the regularized NTF with a(,)
a (2) a(3) = 10-8, we obtained SSR=2231896599.7608781 and SSE=4592541808.8592987 after 10 iterations in 6.31 seconds on the artificial data set AN. We used the same initialization method and convergence criterion as the first comparison in Table I . We did not normalize factors after convergence in this case. Some elements in B factor were larger than 108 and all elements in W and C were less than 1.0. The SSR is slightly larger than those of other algorithms, while the SSE is much smaller than those of other NTF algorithms. This result suggests that RNTF would sometimes be helpful in handling noise. The RNTF/ANLS can also be used to control the size of factors or increase numerical stabilities of NTF/ANLS when it is required.
B. Analysis
The computing time of NTF was significantly reduced by using alternating large-scale non-negativity-constrained least squares for multiple right hand sides. AB-PARAFAC-NC uses Bro and de Jong's fast NLS algorithm (fastnnls.m) [13] for NLS/S-RHS as described in Eqn. (3). However, solving an NLS problem with multiple right hand sides by multiple NLS/S-RHS problems is not recommended due to hidden redundant computation [8] . Thus, we utilized a faster NLS algorithm for multiple right hand sides [21] Ps. This grouping strategy is an essential part that contributes to the computational efficiency of this algorithm. For each unique passive set bj, (1 j < u), the system of normal equations F(Uj,Uj)K(Uj,S.j) = )(UNj,Sj) is solved inside the sub-routine, where F = yTy and 9 = YTX are precomputed matrices, and Ej is a set of column indices sharing the same passive set of Ui.
C. Remarks on NTF algorithms The singular value decomposition (SVD) has been extended to the multilinear SVD or the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [23] . It does not have non-negativity constraints but has orthogonality constraints. Therefore, it is not appropriate when we search for an approximation related with non-subtractive combinations of non-negative basis vectors. Recently, a critical theoretical problem on PARAFAC models has been claimed: the problem of computing the PARAFAC decomposition is ill-posed, except in the case when there are non-negativity constraints [24] . This is one of the most important reasons why we focus on non-negative PARAFAC. NTF can also be considered as the PARAFAC with non-negativity constraints or the higher-order non-negative matrix factorization (HONMF).
V. SUMMARY
We introduce a fast algorithm for NTF based on alternating large-scale non-negativity-constrained least squares. It is computationally more efficient than the current stateof-the-art Andersson and Bro's PARAFAC algorithm with non-negativity constraints [11] since it solves an NLS/M-RHS problem instead of a series of NLS/S-RHS problems for estimating each factor. We show that our NTF/ANLS algorithm can be used for multi-way blind source separation with non-negativity constraints. Due to its efficiency, it can also be applied to large-scale multi-dimensional data analysis in neuroscience, psychometrics, chemometrics, computational biology, and bioinformatics when we deal with chemical concentrations, spectrometry signal intensities, or digital image pixels.
